
January 7, 2019 

Attention: David A Pike 

Re: Objection of Cell Tower in Old Landing, Ky 

Legal Land Description: 400 Evelyn Road, Beattyville, Ky (docket #2018-00384) 

Dear Sir: 

RECEI\/EO 

JAN 14 2019 

PUBLIC SERVICE 
COMMISSION 

Please note, as a resident of Old Landing, I am against the development/ construction of a cell phone 
tower in Old Landing for the following reasons: 

1. I am concerned about the long term, Environmental/Health concerns a cell tower could have on the 
residents. I am sure you are aware of the numerous studies, citing environmental/health dangers from 
cell towers. World Health organizations have shown that children exposed to cell phone radiation have 
experienced severe health effects including increases in rates of asthma, autism, ADHD and other 
ailments. Many in our neighborhood have pets and several varieties of wildlife make their home here, we 
are concerned the effect a cell phone tower could have on them as well. Has AT&T done an 
Environmental/Health impact study concerning the building of a cell tower, specifically for Old Landing 
residents? 

2. What effect will a cell tower have on property values in Old Landing? Has AT & T done any research on 
the effect a Cell tower will have on property values in this area? 

3. Should a cell tower be built so close to a residential area? Is this the best location for a cell tower in this 
area of Lee County? The particular site has residents within a few hundred feet on all sides. Shouldn't cell 
phone towers be at least 2 miles away from residents? 

4· Cell phone tower facilities require maintenance that may be performed at any time day or night. We 
would expect to see an increase in trucks and service personnel that will be an additional unnecessary 
public nuisance. The operation of a cell phone tower we expect would add noises to a generally quiet 
neighborhood and also add lights that will be on 24/7 days a week and interfere with the view of the 
natural beauty we all enjoy in this neighborhood. 

I expect these issues to be addressed and answered as soon as possible. Please reconsider the location of 
 this-Gel!-phone-teweF-

Regards, 
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Signature: __ .=I.J'::.__----__ /_~--=-=--------

Printed name: a .u1) r/.S Ltf~ ~A/ 

Address: 77 / 6.Jtff... '1"11/ /(_,.>/\/) 

Phone number: 




